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Thursday · July 28 • Session 1 (Eve)  •  An ExtraOrdinary Revelation

 Conference Lodging Facilities

Hotel Amenities
For comfort and convenience,  
       hotel amenities include:
- Free Breakfast Buffet
- Free local calls/no surcharge on cards
- Clean, fresh, comfortable rooms standard 

with a coffee maker, iron and ironing board, 
free high speed wireless internet access, and 
free local callsl

- 24-hr FAX and copy services

Be sure to request our special 
TeslaTech  

ExtraOrdinary Technology 
Conference rates! 

Hotel Reservations: 

(505) 798-4300

Conference 
Evening Social

Thu/Fri/Sat 7PM 

Meet  the Speakers   
... and New Friends!

Every night provides an opportunity to meet 
the speakers and other  attendees in a relaxed 
social setting. Its a great opportunity to make 
new friends that share your interests.  We 
even provide some refreshments!

Nativo Lodge
6000 Pan American Fwy NE

Albuquerque, NM 87109

Joseph Farrel, DPhil (Oxon)

The Implied Physics of the Nazi Bell Device ... 
    ... and the Implications of Independent Postwar Nazi Research

Limited space...  Please register by June 30!

www.hhandr.com

The Nazi Bell 
    ... and Nazi Survival

Die Glocke (German for “The Bell”) 
is the name of a purported top secret 
and highly sensitive Nazi scientific 
technological device with antigravitic 
properties. Polish aerospace defence 
journalist and military historian Igor 
Witkowski, claims was to be a secret 
weapon, or Wunderwaffe. 

In this presentation Dr. Farrell outlines 
the salient features of the Nazi Bell 
and postulates the various possible 
physics bases for each. Basing his 
findings in prewar papers in physics 
and engineering, he believes the Nazi 
Bell was intentionally conceived as a 
hyper-dimensional torsion device de-

signed to investigate local engineering 
of the vacuum for three purposes: 
1) to explore the potentials for a new 

energy source, 

2) to explore its potential for a new 
kind of propulsion, and 

3) to explore its weaponization poten-
tial as a "doomsday" weapon of 
awesome destructive potential. 

Dr Farrell also explores the potentiali-
ties of Nazi survival and the indications 
that the Bell project remained in Nazi 
hands, and that aspects of the project 
were continued in postwar Nazi en-
claves in Latin America.

I-25 at San Mateo Boulevard 

For taxicab service in Albuquerque, 
Call Albuquerque Cab Company at 

(505) 883-4888

The one-way rate to/from the Nativo 
Lodge is $22 for first passenger. 
Extra passenger rate of $7 applies 
for each additional passenger travel-
ing in the same party as the full-fare 
passenger and must ride to the same 
destination on the same shuttle van.
Organize as a group prior to going to 
shuttle counter. Van holds 10 people!

Need a Ride 
from the 
Airport?

(505) 883-4966


